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Chapter 2521: God! Mary Sue world (Part 63) 

“Un, good!” Gong Yu Bai gently patted her head with a loving look. 

He used to think that love was a burden to him, but now…… 

Without her, life seemed meaningless. 

But these words were things that people with his temperament would keep in their hearts and never 

say. 

In the end, Gong Yu Bai didn’t hold Luo Qing Chen’s hand as he walked out of Star Group, but they were 

still firmly tied together. 

Countless pieces of news came out that caught Luo Qing Che off guard, but satisfied Gong Yu Bai. 

It was as if he saw the names ‘Gong Yu Bai’ and ‘Luo Qing Chen’ together, he would be very happy. 

“Yo! Qing! How does it feel to be in the headlines every day?” Sister Mi put a stack of magazines in front 

of her before crossing her arms to say, “I only have you as an artist right now and I’m still so tired that I 

want to die.” 

Luo Qing Chen sat in front of the dressing mirror as she looked at the stack of magazines in front of her. 

The headlines on them made her feel awkward while she also found them funny. 

“Large explosion: God Yu is filming a youth drama and the female lead is her?” 

“You Are More Shocking Than Time: Many kissing scenes! Are you borrowing the name of the nation’s 

male god?” 

“A female lead that missed a certain youth drama, but what was waiting for her was a male god!” 

“Envious, envious, envious! God Yu will be acting in Li Yuan’s new drama which will be broadcasting in 

June next year.” 

…… 

Over the next month, Luo Qing Chen would make a small headline every three day and a large headline 

every five days. 

Although Gong Yu Bai and she didn’t admit anything, she felt that her Weibo was already seized by ‘god 

Yu’s’ fans. 

Good and bad! 

She was a bit angry at first seeing the bad comments, but then she relaxed later on. 

After all, there were many Gong Yu Bai fans. The abstinent male god in their hearts was filming this 

youth damra with many kissing scenes, it was normal that they couldn’t accept it. 

This was mainly because Gong Yu Bai wasn’t willing to announce his relationship with her. 



But just what was their relationship? 

Without an official confession, they were in the gray zone of love. Wasn’t this considered ambiguous? 

“The filming will be starting tomorrow! I don’t know why, but I’m suddenly feeling a bit nervous.” Luo 

Qing Chen looked at herself in the mirror and revealed a faint smile. 

Her face value really was high, it was definitely full points. 

“What are you nervous about? I should be the one who is nervous! I definitely can’t wear high heels 

tomorrow.” Sister Mi shook her head with a bitter look, “Otherwise, if I fall, it will definitely make the 

headlines tomorrow.” 

“The entertainment news?” 

“Being trampled!” Sister Mi said with a bitter smile, “Do you know how many fans of god Yu there are? If 

I go out now, I have to be fully armed! I’m ‘surrounded’ as long as the reporters see me, it’s very 

terrifying!” 

Luo Qing Chen gave a serious nod after hearing this, “It seems like we have to travel cautiously 

tomorrow!” 

“I feel that we should go out early tomorrow!” Sister Mi gave a nod in response. 

“How early!” 

“Three o’clock!” Sister Mi thought about it and said, “I was still surrounded by reporters when I went 

out at five last time! I’m not afraid of ifs, just afraid of that one accident!” 

? 

“Three……Three o’clock!” 

Luo Qing Chen had already thought of the pain of waking up early before thinking of the dark nights and 

then finally thinking of the reporters putting mics in her face…… 

She slapped the table and said, “Alright! Three it is, we’ll leave on time!” 

  

Chapter 2522: God! Mary Sue world (Part 64) 

It had to be said that sister Mi did have foresight because her house was surrounded by reporters early 

next morning. 

Gong Yu Bai was a bit worried when he called her, but she proudly said that she was already on set! 

At the same time, some people from Star Group had also been casted, including Qiu Kai. 

She had been cast as seventh villainess, who only appeared three times in total. 

Director Li Yuan believed that her eyes were very suited for the role of a villain. 



The start of “Time” didn’t go as smoothly as imagined. Luo Qing Chen who was the partner of time 

received many doubtful looks from the public. 

As well, the supporting female lead roles thought that a man like god Yu would surely use a replacement 

for the kissing scene. They brought out all kinds of tricks for him. 

“God Yu, this fake finger is very useful. This saved me when I was filming before!” 

“God Yu, it’s best to hold the other side’s face when faking it. If you don’t want to touch her, I have a 

super thin glove for you.” 

“God Yu, this is……” 

…… 

The tenth day of filming “Time”, it was finally time to film the important kissing scene. 

The actresses on set were going crazy about how to get Gong Yu Bai to us a replacement, out of fear 

that he would kiss her! 

This feeling really was uncomfortable! 

Luo Qing Chen had large sunglasses on as she sat there drinking her watermelon juice. The female 

supporting leads were all looking at her with displeased looks in the distance. 

“Don’t mind it.” Director Li could see through everything and sat down to say in an honest voice, “You 

will have everything that you want.” 

Luo Qing Chen was surprised, turning to meet Li Yuan’s deep eyes. 

He continued talking to himself, “The young master was doubtful at first too, but he said that there was 

a dream that had always bothered him. He let go of the obsessions in his heart and planned on using 

twenty years to interpret this dream.” 

“Young master?” Luo Qing Chen knitted her brows, “Why did you call him that?” 

Li Yuan quickly said, “A slip of the tongue! I just want to tell you that god Yu’s position today is because 

of his hard work. Although he doesn’t care about much, he does care about that movie.” 

“Apocalypse 2150?” 

“Yes!” Li Yuan gave a sigh, “I thought that he wouldn’t shoot any other projects, let alone this drama. 

Even when he asked about the female lead role, I was only surprised. I never thought that he would 

want the male lead role as well.” 

Luo Qing Chen narrowed her eyes to look at Gong Yu Bai not far away. Maybe she really didn’t 

understand him. 

Whether it was his identity or his obsessions. 

“Director, the set is ready.” 

“Alright!” Li Yuan gave a nod, “We’ll start filming in five minutes.” 



Everyone thought that it would take a long time to film the first kissing scene since Gong Yu Bai had 

many props to use. 

In order to not reveal the kissing scene being faked, they would need to shoot it from many angles and 

that would take a lot of time. 

Director Li Yuan also thought that Gong Yu Bai wouldn’t film the kissing scene. After all, with his identity 

and status, it was clearly impossible. 

“Scene 57, first take! Action!” 

There was music that started playing and a breeze passed by the trees of the campus, lifting up the 

clothes of the young men and women, creating that beautiful scene. 

  

Chapter 2523: God! Mary Sue world (Part 65) 

“So, you like me because my name is the same as hers?” The young girl slowly looked up with a mist in 

her eyes. 

The young boy didn’t say anything as he just silently stood there. The petals of the pear blossom tree fell 

onto the girl’s slightly curled hair, looking so beautiful. 

“If you don’t say anything, that means you agree……” The young girl laughed at herself before looking 

up, “Let’s end it here then!” 

She turned to leave, but the young boy’s right hand pulled her into his embrace. 

Without a word, he raised her face and closed his eyes as he sealed her lips with a kiss. 

[Ding, affection has increased by ten. Mission completion rate is now 80%.] 

No items, no replacements, nothing at all. 

Everyone was stunned, even Luo Qing Chen was stunned. 

Gong Yu Bai was going for a real kiss and such a deep kiss? 

There was a faint scent of mint that lingered in her nose. Gong Yu Bai’s strong arms wrapped around her 

waist, firmly binding her. 

“Si!” The director waved his hand to stop everyone from making sounds after this cold breath. 

Without knowing how long passed, the young boy finally let go of the young girl. He was slightly moved 

seeing her red face and he revealed a faint smile to say, “I wasn’t certain of my feelings at first, but with 

a simple turn from you, I believed in love.” 

The screenwriter sitting beside director Li Yuan whispered beside his ear, “This……This……It’s different 

from what Li Si Han says in the script!” 

“Stop talking! This is it!” Li Yuan was a very devoted person. The scene in front of him, Gong Yu Bai was 

Li Si Han and Luo Qing Chen was Mu Chu Xia. 



Everything seemed to fit that well. 

“Cut!” After five minutes, the director finally yelled ‘cut’. 

Luo Qing Chen was stunned and almost couldn’t come back to her senses. Her nose was stuffed as she 

almost broke out in tears. 

This immersive feeling really shook one’s heart. 

Gong Yu bai could sense that she was in an emotional state, so he patted her head and said with a smile, 

“Wake up silly girl.” 

But no one could tell how much his heart was shaking with how calm he was on the surface. 

Luo Qing Chen might not understand that the one who was immersed was actually him. So much so that 

he had changed his lines when he spoke. 

“Ah! Sorry……” Luo Qing Chen awkwardly lowered her head and touched her blushing ears before 

looking at Gong Yu Bai, “I’m a bit nervous.” 

It was a nervousness that came from the depths of her heart that ate away at her sanity, making her fall 

deeper and deeper into the script. 

So the confession and affection appearing at the same time was his sincerity? 

When the director yelled ‘cut’, the crowd holding their breath finally let out a sigh of relief. 

They started talking in small voices, but they soon unconsciously closed their mouths. 

Because Gong Yu Bai’s sharp eyes would fill everyone with a chill. 

But these ice cold eyes, Gong Yu Bai had never looked at her with them. 

Whether it was the first time or meeting in secret, his eyes had gone from indifference to gentleness, 

from gentleness to love. 

This was Gong Yu Bai, the cold and abstinent male god in everyone’s eyes. 

Actually, he could give all the gentleness in his life to the one that he loved. 

Just like he had said. 

But with a simple turn from you, I believed in love. 

  

Chapter 2524: God! Mary Sue world (Part 66) 

“Time” and “Youth” started filming at the same time and they both had famous ships, but the popularity 

of “Time” wasn’t just simply double that of “Youth”. 

Just in terms of searches, “Time” had crossed a billion searches while “Youth” didn’t even have a 

hundred million. 

Gong Yu Bai’s popularity was a large contributing factor, but there were other factors as well. 



For example, director Li Yuan’s filming techniques and Luo Qing Chen’s acting. 

When the trailers for the two series came out at the same time, the ratings were 9.8 to 6.9. 

Although Seven Seven Sleepless’ book was good, many of the passionate scenes in the book were very 

finely described. If it was in real life, if the filming techniques weren’t good enough, people would find it 

annoying. 

Anyway, it wouldn’t be a youth film, but rather an urban film. 

The searches on the net were one sided for “Time” after the trailers came out. 

It was as if everyone stood on Luo Qing Chen’s side, feeling that there must be some trick played when 

the female lead role of “Youth” was taken from her. 

There were even some people in the industry who talked about the relationship between Jin Yi Xuan, Gu 

Fan Fan, and Luo Qing Chen. 

This unsightly thing was called looking down from an upper position in the industry. 

Gu Fan Fan naturally couldn’t take what others said about her and she who always acted strongly posted 

on Weibo. 

It went as follows. 

Gu Fan Fan V: Please don’t look at people’s hearts on the surface, not everyone is as dirty as you. The 

work decides everything. I don’t want to say too much. 

She thought that if she sent this, there would be a lot of people comforting her. 

But she never thought that she would get even more hate from it! 

Based on what? She worked so hard and never framed others, never used others, never hurt others. 

Just care about your own matters, why was everyone bullying her! 

“Di, di.” 

The WeChat group of “Youth” started ringing. It was a scolding from the director. 

Xiao An: I told you not to post on Weibo again and again, why didn’t you listen? Do you really think that 

you’re the female lead? 

He didn’t mention how much he regretted choosing this female lead. If Luo Qing Chen had taken the 

role of Xia Qi Qi, then god Yu might have recommended himself as the male lead. 

Then Xiao An could become a god of dramas. But it was a pity…… 

His head was definitely on wrong back then. He chose a female lead that didn’t have any fame or 

popularity at all! 

Jin Yi Xuan: Director, don’t be angry. This is Fan Fan’s first time, she doesn’t understand…… 



Xiao An: Yi Xuan, it was because of you that I chose her as the female lead back then and you can see 

what has happened in the past two months. People that don’t have any foundations playing a role is 

wasting resources! 

Gu Fan Fan: Director! I admit that I have a lot of flaws, but that doesn’t mean that I don’t work hard! 

Xiao An: Yes, yes, yes! You work hard, but why don’t you listen when I tell you not to post on Weibo? 

Gu Fan Fan: But what they are saying isn’t true! It’s slander! 

Xiao An: What they said isn’t true? Could it be that you didn’t take the role of Xia Qi Qi from Luo Qing 

Chen? 

Gu Fan Fan’s hand tightly holding the phone started to tremble. 

Could it be that even the director thought that she stole the role of Xia Qi Qi? 

Xiao An felt that he had said too much, so he added something. 

Xiao An: The kissing scene tomorrow will be changed into a bed scene to increase our popularity! 

  

Chapter 2525: God! Mary Sue world (Part 67) 

Gu Fan Fan’s face turned red as her heart filled with nervousness and expectation. She liked Jin Yi Xuan 

and this feeling kept surprising her from time to time. 

She liked being by his side at all times. Perhaps she didn’t like Jin Yi Xuan at first. 

However, she felt like she was in danger right now and when she felt that he might like Luo Qing Chen, 

she wanted to be with him more. 

That was how people were. 

They wanted what they couldn’t have. Those that were loved had no fear. 

Not only Gu Fan Fan, Jin Yi Xuan was also this kind of person. 

A large part of his caring about Luo Qing Chen was from her indifference. 

It was because of this indifference that he wanted to show off in front of her again and again. 

“Bed scene?” Jin Yi Xuan knitted his brows as a hint of doubt appeared in his voice. 

Although he didn’t show it on the surface, his eyes couldn’t fool people. 

Xiao An gave a sigh and said, “If you want to gain popularity now, that is the only method.” 

“Director, I don’t have a problem.” Gu Fan Fan pursed her lips and said, “No matter how hard it is, I will 

stand with everyone and do my best.” 

After that, she clenched her fist to show a strong expression. 

Very motivated, very strong, very……Mary Sue! 



Xiao An could see Jin Yi Xuan’s difficulties, so he patted his shoulder and said, “Just act with confidence 

and leave the rest to me.” 

Although he wasn’t the master of the world, he did have some connections with broadcast stations. 

It was said that “Time” was being exclusively broadcasted on “Lychee TV” and he knew the son of one of 

the shareholders. 

As long as he used some money to get some help from him, he could delay the release of “Time” so that 

it wouldn’t clash with “Youth”. 

As long as there was no clash, there was no comparison. As long as there was no comparison, “Youth” 

would live. 

“Alright! I got it.” Jin Yi Xuan gave a reluctant nod, but his mind had already drifted away. 

During this time, whether it was on Weibo, the headlines, or in magazines, it was all about Luo Qing 

Chen and Gong Yu Bai. 

He never thought that Luo Qing Chen would be this attractive! 

As soon as a Ye Shi Liang left, there was a Gong Yu Bai that appeared! 

It was because so many people liked her that he felt that she was that dazzling. 

Damn! Why did he suddenly feel like stealing her back? 

“Yi Xuan, Yi Xuan.” 

Because he was too lost in his thoughts, when Gu Fan Fan called his name again and again, he didn’t 

hear it. 

“Ah! What is it?” 

Standing at the door to the garage, Gu Fan Fan lowered her head and held her hand at her chest as she 

said in an aggrieved voice, “Do you not like me anymore? If you don’t, you can tell me and I will leave!” 

She had her self esteem. In the Mary Sue world, self esteem was the most important thing. 

But deep in her heart, she wanted others to reach out for her, she hoped that she could keep the other 

side’s heart by backing down. 

People with this personality were like this, her so-called kindness was like this…… 

As expected, Jin Yi Xuan was moved by her pitiful appearance. He couldn’t help patting her head as he 

said, “Fool, you’re thinking too much. I was just thinking about how to improve my acting tomorrow.” 

Seeing this kind of Gu Fan Fan, Jin Yi Xuan couldn’t help feeling a bit guilty. 

Gu Fan Fan reached out to hug him after hearing this. She buried herself in his arms and said, “Yi Xuan, I 

can’t live without you.” 

  



Chapter 2526: God! Mary Sue world (Part 68) 

A confession at the right time would move a man’s heart the most. 

Perhaps Gu Fan Fan didn’t mean it like that, but it invoked the feelings of pity in Jin Yi Xuan’s heart. 

For a while, he forgot about Luo Qing Chen and reached out to hold Gu Fan Fan. 

Until the bed scene the next day. 

Xiao An left behind two female assistants and did his best to get rid of ‘idlers’. 

Gu Fan Fan was wrapped in a bath towel. She was feeling a bit nervous, but there was a hard to hide 

smile on her face. 

She had been with Jin Yi Xuan for this long and apart from kissing and hugging, he had almost never 

tried to take the next ‘step’ with her. 

Although it wasn’t good to think like this as a girl, she was looking forward to it deep down! 

This ‘bed scene’ gave her a good chance so that she could justifiably do……the next thing with Jin Yi 

Xuan. 

“Fan Fan, don’t be nervous, just follow the script.” Xiao An explained from the side, “Because we are a 

youth film, this bed scene was already included in the novel, so it won’t be that explicit.” 

“Ah!?” 

“That’s good.” 

Gu Fan Fan and Jin Yi Xuan spoke at the same time. One was a bit disappointed while the other rejoiced 

a bit. 

In Jin Yi Xuan’s eyes, he was definitely a gentleman. 

He no longer had that same novel feeling from Gu Fan Fan and he had been thinking about Luo Qing 

Chen over the past few days. 

He wanted to keep distance with Gu Fan Fan, but he couldn’t just say it. 

If he said it, wouldn’t he be admitting that he was a scumbag? 

“Un! The two of you can relax!” Xiao An nodded before looking at his watch, “We’ll start in five 

minutes.” 

“Youth” scene 108, first take! Action! 

The rain fell onto the window and in a square room, there were two people lying on a large bed. 

Xia Qi Qi nervously held the blanket. The young man beside her had a perfect figure and flames in his 

eyes. 

“Can we be together forever?” Xia Qi Qi nervously raised the blanket as she looked at him, “I’m a bit 

afraid.” 



As soon as her voice fell, the young man came onto her and gave her a deep kiss, “Relax, I will take 

responsibility.” 

The young man unbuttoned her buttons one by one. When the director was about to yell ‘cut’. 

Xia Qi Qi grabbed the young man’s neck and there seemed to be flames in her eyes as she gave the 

young man a deep kiss. 

Xiao An who was prepared to yell ‘cut’ suddenly stopped. 

He thought that Gu Fan Fan would be very nervous filming a bed scene since it was her first time, but he 

never thought that she would be so into it. 

He suddenly felt that she didn’t have the potential to make youth films, but rather……A films. 

Jin Yi Xuan was scared by Gu Fan Fan’s sudden action and was stunned. But since the director didn’t yell 

‘cut’, he didn’t want to make this a NG, so he could only bite the bullet and keep going. 

Gu Fan Fan’s initiative made him a bit disgusted. 

Without knowing why, he didn’t like girls that took the initiative. The private parts of the two were 

almost sticking together. 

When he was prepared to ignore everything and make it a NG, the director yelled ‘cut’. 

Jin Yi Xuan almost jumped out of the bed. He put on his coat and headed out the door without even 

looking back. 

Gu Fan Fan was left in the bed holding the blanket with faint tears in her eyes. 

  

Chapter 2527: God! Mary Sue world (69) 

She was already working so hard, why did the heavens go against her? 

The female lead who worked so hard was being scolded by everyone before the filming was even over. 

The man she worked so hard to get was silently changing. 

She held back the tears and walked out after getting dressed.  The director was watching the replay and 

couldn’t help feeling a burning excitement. 

On the roof. 

Jin Yi Xuan was smoking a cigarette with dark eyes. 

Gu Fan Fan came up and hugged him from behind, “Do you really not love me?” 

Jin Yi Xuan knitted his brows and broke free of her hug to look at her, “Fan Fan, don’t be like this.” 

“What am I then!”  Gu Fan Fan looked at Jin Yi Xuan and roared out in a heart wrenching voice, “You are 

the one who said that you loved me and you’re the one who threw me away!” 



“I’m not throwing you away, I’m just feeling a bit irritated.”  Jin Yi Xuan explained, “Perhaps it’s because 

there’s too much pressure!  There’s only me gaining popularity for this drama series, it clearly can’t 

compare……Ai, let’s not talk about this.” 

“Right!  My fame can’t compare to your ex-fiancee!  Then why did you choose me back then?”  Gu Fan 

Fan bit her lips as tears came out drop by drop, “If you didn’t provoke me, I wouldn’t have provoked 

you!” 

Jin Yi Xuan was stunned.  Seeing her crying like this, he couldn’t stop his heart from feeling hurt. 

He gave a sigh and came forward to hug her, “Don’t cry!  I really don’t not love you anymore, I’m just a 

bit irritated.” 

“Yi Xuan.”  Gu Fan Fan slowly looked up at him, “Let’s work hard together, alright?  I feel that as long as 

we work hard, we can beat Luo Qing Chen and the others!” 

“Eh……”  He hesitated a bit before slowly saying one word, “Alright.” 

Beat Luo Qing Chen?  There was still some hope. 

But beating god Yu, it was easier said than done. 

Who could shake god Yu’s position in the entertainment industry?  He wasn’t convinced, but he had to 

admit that Gong Yu Bai had this fame and status. 

At the same time, on the cast of “Time”. 

Luo Qing Chen was studying the script while eating some fries.  Gong Yu Bai and director Li Yuan were 

discussing how to film the next episode. 

“I feel that there’s no need to hug in this place.”  Director Li Yuan suggested after thinking for a bit. 

Gong Yu Bai sitting on the side nodded, “I also think so.” 

“Ha, ha!  Young master really is the young master!  How about we change it to holding…..” 

Before he could say ‘hands’, Gong Yu Bai said, “Let’s change it to a kiss then!” 

Li Yuan, “......” 

Luo Qing Chen, “......” 

The two looked at Luo Qing Chen at the same time with awkward smiles. 

Gong Yu Bai calmly explained, “We are filming a youth film and not some pure film, we need to have 

some thoughts for the fans.” 

“He, he……He, he……”  Luo Qing Chen’s lips twitched as she gave these awkward laughs, “I never thought 

that god Yu was this considerate to the fans.” 

When they filmed the kissing scenes, it didn’t go smoothly.  Their god Yu who had explosive acting skills 

would often NG! 



The supporting female leads could only watch from the side with envious looks because they weren’t 

qualified to say anything. 

The words ‘kissing scene NG’ had become a popular search on Weibo lately. 

Many fans with sharp eyes all left the same comments.  God Yu was deliberately NGing the kissing scene 

and anyone with a sharp eye could see it! 

It had to be said, since bits of news from “Time” started coming, there were fewer and fewer people 

who were dissatisfied with her. 

Gong Yu Bai’s ‘strategy’ was very successful.  Since ancient times, ships could enter the hearts of the 

people! 

Chapter 2528: God! Mary Sue world (70) 

Gong Yu Bai heard this and said with a solemn nod, “Naturally I think of the fans since I know what they 

want to see the most.” 

“Are you certain that they want to see a kiss between the ‘absolute abstinent’ god Yu and a female 

star?”  Luo Qing Chen asked, “You haven’t seen what was written on Weibo before filming started, have 

you!” 

Although “Time” was very popular, when everyone knew that the male lead “Li Si Han” would have 

many kissing scenes, the fans said that they wanted to boycott it. 

How could the perfect male god in their minds be tainted by this mortal world! 

But when bits of news were slowly revealed, fans of the Yu Qing ship started to hoist their banners. 

Moreover, the number kept increasing.  Luo Qing Chen couldn’t see any discussions that ‘any female 

stars’ aren’t worthy of god Yu. 

Gong Yu Bai continued step by step and she admired him. 

“That was before.”  Gong Yu Bai said with a chuckle, “There are quite a few people supporting our ship 

now and I always give them a thumbs up when I see it on Weibo.” 

“What……”  Luo Qing Chen was surprised before her lips twitched, “You’re even giving them likes!” 

“Of course!”  Gong Yu Bai looked at her with a proud look, “To deeply root the couple banner in the 

hearts of the people, it must start with me.” 

Director Li Yuan couldn’t help giving a thumbs up when he heard this, “As expected of the young master, 

you really are considerate.” 

“Isn’t it for this girl?”  Gong Yu Bai patted her head and said, “I don’t want anyone saying that she’s 

bad.” 

Actually, Luo Qing Chen felt strangely warm hearing Gong Yu Bai’s words. 

Some people didn’t need to say ‘like you’, ‘like you’, they would do many silent things over the years. 



To stop the person that they cared about from being hurt in any way. 

The filming of “Time” went very smoothly.  Gong Yu Bai and Luo Qing Chen were both people who could 

act and other than the NG shots during the kissing scene, there were no problems with their roles as the 

male and female leads. 

On the day of the final shoot, director Li Yuan treated everyone to a meal.  But then he received a call at 

the banquet table that caused his expression to change. 

Gong Yu Bai could see that something happened, so he stayed with Li Yuan after the meal was over. 

Of course, Luo Qing Chen also snuck into the room. 

“Yi?”  Gong Yu Bai who was prepared to close the door was surprised when he saw Luo Qing Chen’s little 

head, “Why didn’t you go back?  Didn’t you get in the car with sister Mi?” 

Luo Qing Chen pursed her lips and looked up, “If you can see that Li Yuan’s expression isn’t good, I can 

see it too!” 

She naturally noticed that Li Yuan had changed after the call.  If it wasn’t some important family 

business, it could only be for official business. 

Right now, director Li Yuan’s work was focused on the production of “Time”. 

Then it meant that there was a problem with the production. 

Luo Qing Chen thought that unless there were some special circumstances, her guesses shouldn’t be 

wrong! 

“This isn’t something you should worry about.”  Gong Yu Bai looked behind her, “Sister Mi didn’t come 

with you?” 

“No!”  Luo Qing Chen decisively shook her head, “God Yu, do you want me to go home alone!” 

Although most people thought that the ice cold god Yu wouldn’t spoil anyone, they were wrong! 

As long as Luo Qing Chen acted spoiled, he couldn’t do anything but indulge her! 

“You!”  He gently touched her face and said, “Come in!  Put on your shoes, the ground is cold.” 

Chapter 2529: God! Mary Sue world (71) 

Luo Qing Chen looked around and saw Li Yuan sitting on the sofa with a serious look. 

But when he saw her, he said with a teasing smile, “Young master, you’re bringing family members to 

official business!  This really isn’t like you!” 

Gong Yu Bai came out of the kitchen with a cup of warm water and said with a faint smile, “These family 

members really make me worry!” 

! 

Luo Qing Chen’s face turned a bit red when she heard this and she refuted, “When you two insult 

people, say it to their face!  It’s rude!” 



“This isn’t insulting anyone.  I’ve never seen the young master recognize anyone as family before, so 

naturally I have to comment on how strange it is.” 

“Ke, ke.”  Gong Yu Bai cleared his throat and returned back to the main topic, “You were worried just 

now, but now you seem like you’re full of life.  It seems like there’s no need to solve this problem!” 

Actually he liked to hear people tease him and Luo Qing Chen, but he was worried that she would be 

embarrassed. 

“I……”  Li Yuan revealed a helpless smile when he heard this, “Wife loving demon, I give up, I give up!” 

“Although I’m not satisfied with the following words, I’ll forgive you for the first few words.”  Gong Yu 

Bai sat on the sofa and took a sip of his coffee, “Speak!  Just what happened?” 

“Un.”  When they got to business, Li Yuan’s expression became serious again.  He put a stack of 

documents on the table and said, “Previously our drama series was planning on being exclusively 

released on Lychee TV and everything was set, but the person in charge told me that it needed to be 

delayed.” 

Gong Yu Bai raised his brows when he heard this.  He tapped the table with his right hand and said 

without even thinking, “Because we’re clashing with “Youth”?” 

Li Yuan was a bit surprised.  He naturally knew that Gong Yu Bai was smart, but he never thought that he 

would think of “Youth”, a drama series set to broadcast during the summer vacation like them this 

quickly. 

“Yes!”  Li Yuan knitted his brows and said, “I didn’t know that you would star in this drama at the 

time.  You know that with my personality, I don’t care about fame at all.  So when I signed this contract 

with Lychee TV, the liquidation amount was very low.” 

“I understand.”  Gong Yu Bai’s deep eyes turned sharp as he looked at Li Yuan, “You mean that if you’re 

not willing, you can choose to pay to break the contract, but the script of “Time” would still belong to 

them?” 

“Yes!”  Li Yuan gave a deep sigh, “There were two contracts signed at the time and even if they breach 

the contract, they would still own the script.” 

Li Yuan was very aware of Gong Yu Bai’s status, but since his status was too special, there were many 

things that couldn’t be solved completely. 

But no one expected that Gong Yu Bai would reveal a cold glow in his deep eyes as his lips curled into a 

cold curve, “I disdained bothering with this matter, but……” 

His eyes fell onto Luo Qing Chen sitting beside him, “Anyone that dares to bully our little girl, ‘generally’ 

letting them go isn’t my style.” 

Before meeting her, he would have been indifferent to this matter.  Even if they stepped on his bottom 

line, he wouldn’t bother dealing with them. 

After all, it really was bringing his status down to care about these normal people. 



But this time was different.  If he didn’t properly ‘plan’ this out, how could he let his little girl know how 

correct her decision back then was? 

Chapter 2530: God! Mary Sue world (72) 

At the same time, at the Jin Manor. 

Jin Yi Xuan, Xiao An, Chen Fang, the son of Lychee TV’s shareholder, as well as Gu Fan Fan, and Ye Su 

were all there. 

“Brother Chen Fang, this really is troubling you!”  Xiao An handed him a large bag, “If there’s some time, 

I will definitely treat you to a meal.” 

Chen Fang weighed the bag in his hand before saying with a smile, “Director Xiao is too polite!  Your 

drama deserves this fame!  It should be placed in the golden period of summer vacation!” 

“Right, right!”  Xiao An said with a proud look, “I still have confidence in my drama!” 

“Un!”  Chen Fang looked at his watch and said, “It’s getting late, I should leave first!” 

“Brother Chen Fang, take care!” 

When Chen Fang left, director Xiao An’s face sank and the atmosphere in the room became very heavy. 

“Director, is this considered a bribe?”  Gu Fan Fan who had always been upright came out at this time 

and said while biting her lip, “Isn’t this bad?” 

She wanted to win against Luo Qing Chen, but she wanted to win against her in an open 

manner.  However, she knew that she couldn’t win, so when the director bribed Chen Fan, she agreed in 

her heart. 

But she knew that this was an opportunity, an excellent opportunity to win over Jin Yi Xuan. 

She wanted Jin Yi Xuan to know that she was an upright person, only then could she get his attention. 

“Bad?”  Xiao An’s expression clearly wasn’t good.  Now that the drama had finished filming, he didn’t 

need to endure this Gu Fan Fan anymore. 

If his eyes hadn’t been wrong in the beginning, how could he have reached this level! 

“I……”  Gu Fan Fan wanted to say something, but she was blocked by Xiao An’s words. 

“What qualifications do you have to say this?  Let me tell you, Gu Fan Fan, even if you stripped naked, 

there’s no chance for “Youth” to win one tenth of “Time’s” fame.  Do you know why?” 

Gu Fan Fan heard this and her tears came out.  She was afraid of people yelling at her the most.  When 

people yelled at her, she would feel wronged, no matter what the reason was. 

Jin Yi Xuan knitted his brows.  He should have said something to protect Gu Fan Fan, but his heart 

favoured Xiao An. 

This feeling made him silent for two seconds and when he planned to speak, Ye Su spoke first, “Director, 

you can’t blame our Fan Fan for this.  She did all that she could do, you are just bullying people now.” 



As Gu Fan Fan’s friend, Ye Su would stand by her side no matter what happened. 

That’s right!  The Mary Sue would always have one or two friends who would die for her.  Otherwise 

they couldn’t rely on ‘courage’ and ‘luck’ to reach the end. 

“Humph!”  Xiao An gave a cold snort before not saying anything else. 

Ye Su was still considered a veteran in the circle, so he had to give her some face. 

But for some unknown reason, the more he saw Gu Fan Fan, the more irritated he became. 

“If you really think I’m not good enough, then you can replace me!”  Gu Fan Fan pursed her lips and 

looked at Jin Yi Xuan with a look of despair before running out of the Jin Manor. 

Ye Su was a bit anxious and wanted to grab her hand, but she found that she just grabbed thin air. 

Seeing that Jin Yi Xuan still stood there, she angrily said, “Jin Yi Xuan, your girlfriend has run off.  It’s this 

late, what would you do if she met paparazzi or bad people?” 

Jin Yi Xuan closed his eyes and said with a deep sigh, “It’s only eight, our villa’s neighbourhood is very 

safe, so there won’t be any bad people.” 

 


